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FOREWORD

Early in a new decade the country finds itself already knee deep
in what seem quixotic, turbulent economic waters. Many Americans are
altogether unsure what will follow the inevitable plunge...a refreshing
swim or an exhausting struggle against crosscurrent and undertow.

As this paper goes to press, the tides pull toward recession, a
planned recession to stem the pace of inflation. To the uncertainties
and insecurities of worklife, which are now familiar products of two
centuries of accelerated change in technology and economic interdepen-
dence, is added a further source of shock and dislocation. Some larger
number of adult Americans will experience, early on in this decade, the
ordeal of worklife change -- displacement, unemployment, underemployment,
deferred workforce entry or some other form of forced transition.

Public policy responses to deal with the effects of forced worklife
changes fashioned by governments in the United States, Japan and Western
European countries with which we often compare -ourselves are the subject
of this timely and thought provoking paper by Dr. Charles Stewart. From
the Morrill Act of 1862, through New Deal policy initiatives and on to
the "active" manpower policies operating on the Continent, the record of
government programs and the economic theories underlying them are sur-
veyed, and assessed. Special attention is given in this review to the
identification of the role assigned education and training as a work-
life adjustment mechanism. Carefully traced in the accounting is the
enduring tension in public policy responses between adjustment to change
(epitomized by the education and training approach) and resistence to
change in the American workplace.

A forceful case is presented here for,the fuller development of
countercyclical education and training policy incorporating relevant
and useful elements of the European experience. Such a policy would
call for programs which would expand .public education and training
opportunities during business cycle downswings or other planned for
slack periods in the labor market, as in the present case of a planned
recession. Through such expanded education and training opportunities
the stock of workforce skills and worker mobility would be preserved
and enhanced. Such a policy stands in sharp contrast to present policy
and practice in the United States, in which both public and private
education and training acitvity diminishes during economic downswings.
How countercyclical programs are designed and financed abroad and
could be structured in the U.S. are discussed as well.

The reader, be he or she interested lay person or professional
engaged with labor market or education policy issues,will encounter in



these pages a tightly woven, refreshingly lucid guide to understanding
the present arsenal of public policy measures to reduce the loss in
human and economic terms attendent to forced worklife changes. The
reader will find as well alternatives for future policy direction that
merit attention and discussion by those in government, industry, labor
union, and education and the broader community who will determine how
the country chooses to deal with the ordeal of change in this new
decade.

Gregory B. Smith
Director
Worker Education and Training

Policies Project

vi
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INTRODUCTION

Not all the transitions by adults into and out of the 1.qbor force

or from job to job during midlife--or in getting the requisite education

and training--are unhappy experiences. But the changes may be traumatic

and particularly so if they have to be made in periods of widespread slack

and unemployment in the labor market. For everyone, the acceleration

of change in the past two centuries, while raising the level of living,

has introduced new uncertainties and insecurities into worklife. This

is the ordeal of change for workers.

Given this ordeal for millions of people in this country, and in

those countries which are our major trading partners, it is not surprising

that the forces playing upon public policy push as strongly for resistance

as for adjustment to change. This may be said to be the ordeal of public

policy. Negative responses may be seen most strikingly in the competition

among countries for national advantage in foreign trade to forestall

loss of jobs in their declining industries. This negative response is

reflected also in the priority given to protective types of income-maintenance

measures--if we compare budget expenditures--in preference to more positive

measures for labor market change and stability.

Shocks and Dislocat 011S

No less change goes on in the upswings than in the downswings of the

business cycle, but rising demand makes it easier for new workers and the

unemployed to find jobs. As employment rises, hiring standards are relaxed

and queues get shorter, and labor force participation rates are likely to

move above secular trends.

10



For simplicity and brevity of exposition, we will have in mind a

model that links technological change to the expansion and contraction of

the business cycle (Lederer, 1938; Schumpeter, 1939; Gilpotrick, 1975).

In this model, expansion gets under way with heavy investments in new

technology; contraction follows as these come to an end, accompanied by

rising unemployment aggravated by technological displacement; recovery

takes place with new investments responding to and reinforcing rising

demand for new or cheaper products.

The new production functions in the expanding industries may involve

a different matrix of occupational skills and, if so, this mekes it more

difficult for workers to transfer from declining industries to new employ-

ments.

No problem exists as long as the labor force itself is able
to adapt to new requirements. When this is not the case,
the structurally unemployed are victims of one of two situa-
tions: (1) either their skill inputs are no longer used in
output and also are not transferable to other occupations; or
(2) their skill inputs are required in smaller proportions
to output, and complementary skills for output are in short
supply (Gilpatrick, 1975, pp. 150-151).

Skills made obsolescent--or required--by the new technology may not,

however, be as significant quantitatively as shifts in demand among

industries (Jaffe and Froomkin, 1968, Table 8.2, showing the greater

relative importance of shifts in industrial mix than of occupational

patterns within industries between 1950 and 1960). Thus, even if occupa-

tional patterns remain relatively unaffected by the new technology,

substantial changes in skill requirements will result from employment

demands in expanding sectors. In any event, occupational mobility

retraining is indicated.

11
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Unemployed workers in these circumstances cannot say whether they

are victims of technological displacement, the fortunes of individual

firms, or the happenstances of mergers and reorganizations. Technological

change is not the only factor in dislocations in the labor market, but it

is useful to highlight it in considering worklife education and training

as a means of contributing to worker adjustment to changes in the demand

for labor.

gRantitativeSco e, Qualitative Aspects

Where data are available and reasonably adequate, turnover rates are

a good measure of the volume of change going on in the labor market at all

times. Similarly, the relative movement of quits and layoffs, and of

jobs wanted and job vacancies, suggests variation in the ease or difficulty

of finding employment.

Everywhere, the overall unemployment rate is the most common measure

of trauma in the labor market. Disaggregated data are even more useful

analytically. In this country, state and local data, poor as they may

be, are frequently used in selective implementation of labor market measures

(as in the case of extended unemployment benefits) during recessions.

Duration of unemployment, numbers working part-time but wanting full-time

work, those who quit looking because they think no jobs are available,

all reflect the condition of the labor market and the ordeal of change.

Particularly illuminating is the magnitude of the flows of workers into

and out of the various labor force categories from one month to another.

Peculiar to the United States is the large number of unemployed reported

with a job but on layoff, with either a definite or indefinite date to

return to work, relative to others made jobless during the month.



The generally higher rate of unemployment in the United States in

the past than in other industrial countries, often ibuted by Europeans

to the callousness of our social policy and labor market practices, may

now be more properly seen--as confirmed by the narrowing of unemployment

differentials since the recession of 1974--as indicative of a greater

rate of change in a mobile society than in security-oriented economies.

There is also a much greater use of layoffs by American employers together

with unemployment benefits for adjustments to short-term changes in the

demand for labor.

Reference is commonly made to broad long-term trends in occupational

and industrial structures. ..Aiggestive*also are longitudinal surveys of

changes made in occupational/industrial attachments, or place of residence,

during the course of an individual's worklife. Quite relevant to worklife

education and training are changi :*7ios of production to nonproduction

workers, of blue to white co: H.Kers, and of goods-producing to service

employment, from decade to decade, in what is called by some the post-

industrial society.

T211S222g1ISV

Beyond these general indications of the changes going on constantly

in the labor market, the reader is left to reflect on the humtin implications.

Our own intuition is that the challenge of change is for most workers, on

balance, not one of exhilaration and fun, yet we are optimisticenough to

-accept C.?. Snow's conclusion that life-has become easier fer the deaiMonal ty

rkers (Snow, 1959, pp. 28-29). What concerns gas here is something

different than the ordeal that change is for workers. This is taken for

granted.



The central question for us is whether the process of adaptation by

adult workers is adequately facilitated by available educational and

training opportunities. To that end do we now have a policy--"a course

of action a governing principle dictatei"--or still only a mix of uncon-

nected measures?

In Part I of this paper we describe developments toward a policy for

worklife education and training - -an account, in any event, of the evolution

or accumulation of policy measures. The remainder of the paper is concerned

with a number of possibilities for enhancing worklife education and

training policy, and coordination of policy instruments, with some special

reference to foreign experience. In Part II, contracyclical aspects are

explored; in Part III, the links with labor -market income-maintenance

measures; and in Part IV, the interconnections between public and private

worklife education and training systems.

-14



PART I.

TOWA -RD A POLICY FOR WORKLIFE EDUCATION AN0 TRAINING

During most of our history there was little questioning of the con-

ventional division of individual lifetime into school, work, and retirement

years, only relatively recently has it been subject to broad attack--hence

the interest in worklife education and training. For a long time,

however, there had been a considerable variety of self-educational activities

by adults and formal and informal training by business establishments. So

lone as skill requirements dependent on technical instruction were the

exception and slow to change, seemingly true until about the Twenties,

industry's needs could be met well enough (aside from immigration) by a

general form of education dir:ing youth and by on-the-job experience during

worklife. What complaint there was Over the lack of vocational content

in public education had but marginal effect upon the elementary and

secondary curriculum.

Educat ou and Train for Work Prior to the Great De ression

Other than the underpinning of free public education, the beginning

of a national worklife training policy is commonly traced to the 1860s,

when forthe first time fewer people were at work in agriculture than in

nonagriculture (Mangum, 1976, 0. 32). The Mortill Act of 1862 is seen as

the:political expression of the need in the new induetrialist for the kindfor

of- professional and technical training not'prov ded'hy the one -room school

house or the traditional university.

Specifically, the Morrill Act provided each state with sufficient

public Iand to atipport at least one "AO" college fix_ "such branches of



learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanical arts." The

aim, as stated in the preamble, was _ promote the liberal and practical

education of the industrial classes" (Venn, 1970, p. 149; italics ours).

No doubt these institutions contributed to the pre work training of

engineers and other professionals for the technical needs of industry.

More important, for our account of-worklife education, was the role of

the land grant colleges and their adjunct experimental stations and exten-

sion services in serving the lifetime needs of working farmers in an

industrializing agriculture- -and in the education of their sons who, as

they left the family farm, comprised an important force in the dew

industrial society.

Whatever the vocational education movement and the Smith-Hughes Act

of 1917 contributed to "useful and practical education" at the high school

level for some students, there was little change in the character of

state education systems. On the contrary, the virtues of the American

system of "cciiii0rehensive education" were being confirmed and the system

further elaborated.

The reports of numerous commissions

increasingly emphasized general education--that is, educa-
tion for optimum effectiveness fa daily living as citizens
in a democracy--rather than preparation to meet the specialized
needs of particular vocations or social classes... In general,

theory favored devoting the early years of the secondary
school primarily to general education, with gradually
increasing attention to vocational or college preparatory
_studies (Encyclopaedia Brittanica, 1958, v. 20; p. 258).

There was growing rejection by educators and employers of the view that

the elementary schools could,(or should) relieve industry of the burden

technical education (ibid., v. 8; p. 412). Apprenticeship continued to



provide firm-specific or occupational-specific training i.n a limited

number of traditional trades for only a small percent of school leavers.

Thus, through the prosperity of the Twenties, the education of

youth for worklife continued to have limited formal vocational content.

The emphasis in the United States on more and more years of schooling of

a comprehensive kind was quite different from that of other industrial

countries. In Europe quite generally the young were selectively shunted

into educational tracks leading at early ages to apprenticeship or work,

or alternatively, for the "more able" or more fortunate, as in the

United States, to the liberal arts or the higher ranges of vocational

training and the traditional professions in the colleges and universities.

The question, then, is how were American workers trained in the years

when the United States began to take over unquestionable leadership in

the world of the new technology?

The most obvious answer is that they were educated in the public

schools for the most essential requirements of an industrial society (Gil-

patrick, 1975, p 149). These were not specific occ-ipational skills.

What employers wanted was general intelligence and malleability. This is

what they got from comprehensive secondary education and the liberal arts

curriculum of the undergraduate schools.

As to private policy, firm-specific skills were obtained through

formal and informal on-the-job training in the company, and occupational-

specific skills through apprenticeship or by pirating workers from other

-companien.-

Probably most skill training came from on-the-job experience as

workers moved from job to job as a result of quits or layoffs, or by



promotion within a firm through good work, favoritism from above, or

long service, without benefit of formal training programs.

Finally, there was a considerable if unmeasurable amount of

educational activity on the part of adults onside the workplace (even

inside, e.g., in the case of Gompers and his cigar workers). Not insig-

nificant were literacy classes for immigrants, the Carnegie and other

public libraries, correspondence and other proprietary schools, county

agents, workers' education by unions and radical political groups, reading

and discussion groups, debating societies, the Chautauqua, and other

forms of popular education.

The conclusion suggested by this summary review is that by the end

of the Twenties, a policy of no policy describes public policy as to

worklife education for adult workers, while little other than formalization

of on-the-job training was apparent in private company practice--this

despite the much admit i rationalization of the American productive,

mechanism in the prosperity of the Twenties as the United States assumed

economic leadership in the world.

Was this merely somnolence? a neglect of industry's needs as well

as those of adult workers? Or did the new capital-intensive technology

and the assembly line, job specialization, and product standardization

tend to simplify skills requirements so that on-the-job training in a

mobile society sufficed for worklffe competence for all but a small

minority of the labor force?

be ac -s of the Great De easion and World War

With large -scale unemployment throughout the Thirties, human capital

accumulation by adult workers must have been negative as more skills were

lost through disuse than acquired by education, training, or job experience.



Formal training within industry was abandoned; apprenticeship came to

-a complete halt. Training through work experience declined, employment

not returning to 1929 levels until 1940-1941. At best, New Deal job

creation programs offset only a small part of the skill loss from

unemployment--as high as 10.4 million or 19 percent of the labor force

as late as 1938 (Wool, 1947, p. 638).

At the same time the ordeal of the Thirties brought with it new

institutional arrangements, notably unemployment insurance and social

security, to ease the adjustment in the future to the uncertainties

and insecurities of worklife.

Wartime Training and Labor Force Expansion

The large reserves of labor available for wartime expansion of

production and employment included chiefly persons with no occupational

experience or training, principally women and youth and the unemployed,

many with irregular job experience or exposure to work discipline. From

these groups and the new cohorts of school leavers, employment increased

by 7 million between 1940 and 1945, while the armed forces increased by

about 12 million. Of the total growth in the labor force of 11 million

during this period, some 8 million represented an influx of workers

beyond normal expected growth (based on 1920-1940 trends) of 3 million;

youth of school and college age furnished an estimated extra 4.4 million,

men and women over 55 years of age an extra 1.6 million, and women 25 to

54 another 2.0 million above expected participation rates (Jaffe and

Stewart'1954 p0;-176182) ThieMpleMent was reduced froMover 8 Million

in 1940 to about half a million by VE Day to account for the remainder of

the growth in employment and the armed forces.



Does this argue that training proved not particularly difficult? or

that conversion to war production did not raise the level of skills or

the composition of occupational requirements to any great extent? or that

jobs were readily redesigned to minimize training? or that the exigencies

of wartime brought forth new training efforts and techniques?

In no small part, wartime needs simply occasioned an expansion of

civilian-type output, as in textiles, clothing, food, chemicals, metals,

etc. Similarly the conversion of many manufacturing facilities from

consumer goods to armaments, from autos to tanks, say, implied little

change in occupational inputs. And how exotic were most skill require-

ments in the sophisticated technologies of, say, the Manhattan Project

or the new synthetic rubber industry?

Even assuming no great change in occupational patterns in wartime

production, there was nevertheless a vast increase in demand for labor at

every skill level. Every possible training facility was brought into use.

In addition to normal Federal expenditures of about $15 million annually

for vocational education in the high schools, the Vocational Education

for National Defense Act began to provide another $80 million or so

annually to the established state systems, mostly for training at below

postsecondary levels but also for training in colleges and universities

and for payment for use of private facilities. In this way, some kind

of institutional training was provided for over 7 million prospective

war production workers (Venn, 1970, p. 151) at a cost of about $400 million

under the VEND program (Woytinsky, 1953, p. 177), or a per capita cost

of about $60.

Important as the high school-oriented vocational training system

proved in preparing the inexperienced for wartime work (Magnum, 1969,

-
29



p. 19), on-the-job training probably was of greater importance. "Jobs

were broken down so that workers with a few weeks' training could perform

the simplified, Angle -skill tasks. Supervisory training was especially

emphasized so that skilled workers might be used more effectively"

(Woytinsky, 1953, pp. 176-177; BLS, 1945, pp. 18-21).

However much or little this World War 11 training experience contri-

buted to manpower development and training programs of the Sixties, the

wartime Vocational Education for National Defense Act was a landmark in

Federal intervention to assist broad groups of adult workers in adjusting

to changing opportunities in the labOr market. Later, beginning with

Sputnik and the National Defense Education Act of 1958, there was an out-

pouring of Federal money for professional and scientific education and

training related to defense, health, and other national concerns. Except

for the Adult Education Act of 1966, these were, as in the case of the

various legislative efforts to reform vocational education, related

chiefly to school-time preparation for wovklife.

The_G.I. Bill_ of_ Rights

By far the most important legacy of the Second World War for wo

education and training was the G.I. Bill of Rights (the Servicemen's

Readjustment Act) of 1944. By 1956, one out of two World War II veterans

had availed themselves of its educational provisions -- roughly seven and a

half million people, at a cost of $13 billion, a per capita average of

about11,750.

Host veterans opted for education they bad missed becaUse of the war

or would not have had a chance for except for the program - -2.3 million at

college or university level, 3.3 million for courses below college level.

For education and institutional training, veterans received living



allowances up to $120 a month as well as tuition and related costs up to

a fixed limit. Payments to disabled veterans under the Vocational

Rehabilitation Act of 1943 were larger and more open-ended (Encyclopaedia

Brittanica, v. 23, pp. 114-114A).

The remaining two million or so veterans undertook training on the

job or on the farm. Because veterans' subsistence allowances were fre-

quently, in effect, subsidies for low wage jobs requiring little training,

regulations were put in force to place a ceiling on total wage and

subsistence payments, and no tuition payments were made to employers.

Some abuses were widely publicized (Woytinsky, 1953, p. 178), but

what impressed the public most was the serious response of young adults,

generally beyond normal school age, to educational and training opportunities

when the inducements were sufficient (Mangum, 1969, pp. 20-21; Donovan,

1979, pp. 6-7). Other provisions of the bill reinforced the educational

opportunities afforded veterans--loans for homes, farms, businesses, and

special unemployment benefits--in their transition to civilian life and

employment.

The Employment Act of 1946

A third legacy of the war was the Employment Act of 1946. The over-

full employment of the war had demonstrated that economic depression was

not inevitable if demand were sufficient. At the same time, it was widely

believed that problems of reconversion to peacetime production as military

expenditures were reduced would lead to a postwar recession of some

severity. Congressional response was the Employment Act of 1946 (Bail

1961).

Chiefly, the 1946 Act was declaratory and hortatory ("to promote

employment, production, and purchasing power") and procedural (providing



for the Council of Economic Advisers, the President Economic Report,

and the Joint Committee on the Economic Report). All references to

"aggregate volume of investment and expenditure" and the. like were

dropped from the Act as passed, yet the Act signalled the dominance of

macro fiscal and monetary policies in the management of the economy in

the postwar years.

How non-partisan this proved in fact is shown by an evaluation of

the Act in the Economic Report of the President in the final days of the

Eisenhower administration in January 1961:

(T)he language of the Act affords a fair degree of flexi-
bility... Thus, in 1954, when the economy was undergoing
a contraction, it was possible to execute a substantial
reduction in taxes, and thereby to increase the!purchasing
power of individuals and business firms, because governmental
expenditures, previously expanded because of Korean
conflict, were being cut back. In the contraction of 1958,
on the other hand, different actions were called for and
taken; monetary and credit policies were adjusted;
Government expenditures were maintained and in some areas
increased, at the same time that revenues declined, and
a substantial deficit was incurred; administrative actions
fostered a higher rate of home building; the Federal-aid
highway program was accelerated; and unemployment benefits
were extended (p. 54).

As suggested by the above account, macro policy at best had diffi-

culties in the stabilization of demand at or near full-employment levels

of activity. But to the extent that the Employment Act and the policies

pursued did make for better economic performance than would otherwise

have been the case, as there is reason to believe, labor market problems

were accordingly eased. As it turned out, the crucia_ significance of

the*new economics for Warklife eduCation and training was the highlighting

of selective labor market measures on the supply and demand side, com-

plementary to macro demand policy, to deal with problems of what came to

be known as structural unemploymen
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C. The Area Redevelopment Act 961 and the Trade Expansion Act

of 1962

Prior to Senator Douglas's long effort culminating in the Area Rede-

velopment Act of 1961, the Truman administration in mid-1949 began to

use existing powers of government to attack structural unemployment in

depressed areas. "For more than a year there has been a noticeable

concentration of unemployment and distress in particular areas" despite

the high levels of employment throughout the Nation (Economic Report of

the President, January 1950, p. 117). Through modifications of procedures

governing procurement, construction, and lending operations, an effort

was made to aid the distressed areas. But the situation called for "even

determined efforts, broader in scope, and longer-range in character...

The possibilities of more vigorous retraining, lending, and capital

development activities should be examined. The action should contribute

to permanent solutions, and not only alleviate current difficulties"

(p. 118).

The two vetoes by President Eisenhower of the Douglas area redevelop-

ment measures were the result only in part of a reluctance to having the

Federal government, assume "major responsibility for such measures." His

final Economic Report in January 1961 pointed to some of the difficulties

in the legislation as reseed by Congress that later plagued the Area

Redevelopment Act (ARA) of 1961 as signed by President Kennedy. "(L)egis-

lation to facilitate structural adjustments should...concentrate on areas

in greatest need of assistance and avoid dispersing funds over wide regions

with little lasting effects. It should encourage the creation of new job

opportunities, not merely the transfer of jobs from one part of the country

to another" (p. 61).
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Retraining was an important adjunct to the loans, grants, and

technical assistance of the ARA, and apparently one of the more successful

aspects of the program. By the end of 1964 about 39,000 unemployed had

been enrolled in 900 projects covering training in over 200 occupations.

Unlike the Manpower Development and Training programs, the ARA was able

to provide subsistence payments equivalent to averate state unemployment

benefits for 16 weeks to all trainees and not only to heads of households.

Of the ARA enrollees completing training in this early period, more than

three-quarters found employment in training-related jobs--a promising

beginning given the nature of the job market and the fact that its trainees

comprised relatively more long-term unemployed with only an elementary

school education or less compared to MDTA trainees (Levitan, 1964; Mangum,

1969).

This early ARA experience, especially the allocation of functions

between state employment services and vocational education staff, was

helpful in launching training under the Manpower Development and Training

Act of 1962.

Another worklife training innovation early in the Kennedy administra-

tion was contained in the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Retraining opportunities

as well as special unemployment benefits were to be made available to

workers whose jobs were certified to have been lost because of export compe-

tition ; under the stringent criteria laid down in the 1962 legislation, no

case was certified until November 1969. An operative program for such

trade adjustment assistance had to await changes in criteria and procedures

in the Trade Act of 1974 (see pp. 23-24).



The Structural st Ccntrovers and Lila 0ri ins othe Manpower,

Development and Training Act of 962

Despite the primacy of macro demand-management policy in the post-

war years, the controversy between the so-called structuralists and the

macroists did not harden until 1961. Previously, the comple entarity of

macro and structural measures seemingly was well recognized by administra-

tions of both political parties. Who could quarrel with this statement

in President Eisenhower's Economic Report_ January 1961?

Steadier and fuller employment of the labor force, which
presents the greatest and most complex challenge to public
and private policy, is a problem that hag structural as well
as_cycjical aspects [italics aural. The Problem cannot
be resolved only by the moderation of fluctuations in economic
activity as a whole; a continual, more effective matching
of labor supply and demand in specific geographic areas,
and occupations is also required. Such-matching Most be
as smooth as possible in order to overcome dislocations
incident to technological change,., the transition from agri-
culture to industry, long -term shifts in product demand
and industry location and international competition. While
correction of these conditions are found most readily in a
stable and prosperous economy, special remedial measures
are also required (p. 60).

But a long and bitter controversy did ensue and its echoes are still

heard (Killingsworth, 1978). While instructive, it now appears somewhat

sterile. But it was not altogether an empty debate, for the two policy

stances can still be observed in some degree in every country. The

structuralists and the macroists differ chiefly in the quantitative weight

attached to structural measures and to macro measures. "General economists
fi

in and around the Council of Economic Advisers were convinced that what

was needed was a healthy fiscal stimulus to raise the rate of economic

growth" (Mangum, 1976, p. 42).- The Kennedy Administration did not oppose

the ARA or the MDTA legislation; its economic advisers were simply not
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enthusiastic about such measures -ompared to the potentialities and simplic-

ities of the aggregate demand solution.

At the time of the controversy, Paul Samuelson, who was "around" but

not "in" the Kennedy Administration, while maintaining a skeptical

attitude as to the nature of structural unemployment, offered the following

"most sensible view"--

There is no hard and fast line between structural and nonstruc-
tural unemployment. The alleged hard core of the structurally
unemployed is in fact a core made of ice and not of iron. The
core of ice can be melted over a period of time by adequate
effective demand, or it can be solidified from inadequate overall
demand. Specific measures for enhancing labor mobility, for
retraining and allocating people, for improving employment
exchanges and the organization of the labor market will by them-
selves help to melt the core of structural unemployment, but
they are most needed and work most effectively when aggregate
demand measures are being vigorously promulgated (Samuelson,
1964, p. 783).

Notwithstanding differences among economists as to remedial measures

or the natural healing forces of the market (Killingsworth, 1978, p. 41,

technological displacement of workers was very much in the minds of the

American people in 1961 and 1962, as Congress prepared to pass the Manpower

Development and Training Act of 1962. During the postwar years, produc-

tivity was running above the long-term trend. Automation was in vogue in

the media, at international conferences, for enterprising consultants, and

in scientific writings. Even though automation per se accounted for but

a small part of the rise in output per manhour, technological displacement

seemed self-evident in the apparent secular increase in unemployment.

Unemployment and the unemployment rate appeared to be continuing to rise

to new highs in the Peaks and troughs.of each successive business cycle.

What touched Congressional sensitivities was not only that unemployment

rose rapidly in 1961 to a peak of 7.1 percent in May for an average of 6.7



percent for the year, but that unemployment among married men reached

4.6 percent that spring (Mangum, 1976, p. 43).

Thus, the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962, a landmark

in the evolution of worklife education and training, was conceived against

a background of a not too implausible fear of the displacement effects of

the new technology. "The primary concern at that time was to retrain

persons who were expected to be displaced by automation and technological

change and to help them rebuild their skills to meet the occupational needs

of the labor market" (Mirengoff and Rindler, 1978, p. 194).

Curiously, little was known about the training status of adult workers

in the American labor force when the 1962 Act was passed, despite the

common belief that "burgeoning technological innovations have generated

demands for workers with more education and hitherto unknown skills..."

and that '(t)he knowledge, skills and adaptability of the country's

workers greatly influence its rate of economic and technological progress"

(U.S. Department of Labor, 1964, p. 1). The congressionally mandated

1963 study provided the first comprehensive body of information on the

subject.

Some results of the 1963 survey were not surprising but were unave'd-

ably ambiguous as to what respondents understood or reported as formal

training, and as to its quality. and its deterioration over time. For

adults 22 to 64 years of age in the civilian labor force in April 1963 who

had less than three years of college (52 million out of 61 million covered

by the survey), 45 percent reported some kind of formal training at some

time and most of these had at least completed high school; the other 55

percent reported no formal vocational training of any kind and one-half

of them had less than an elementary school education (ibid., p. 3).



The 8.7 million workers who had completed at least three years of

college reported that they were working mainly in fields related to their

college major or formal vocational training (ibid., p. 20). Except for

this group, formal training ranked third to on- the -job training and

"casual methods" as the means by which workers reported they had learned

their job, and also ran third as the "most helpful way" for all occupations

as a whole (ibid., p. 18).

Perhaps surprisingly, 2.8 percent of the group with less than three

years of college, or 1,484,000 individuals, reported that they were

currently engaged in vocational or job training (other than on-the-job

training) at the time of the survey in April 1963. The survey also

provided for the first time the major occupational fields for which training

had been or was currently being taken, as well as, for men and women

separately, the main types of training institutions in which formal training

was undertaken (ibid., pp. 10-13).

E. Sh Priorities under -TA/CETA 1962-1978

Ten years later, in the anniversary celebration of the MDTA, the

origins of the legislation in congressional concerns over automation and

technological displacement went virtually unmentioned. One of the two

exceptions among the official-participants was Lloyd Ulman. In his -ds,

the MDTA "moved from an initial concern with technological unemployment

and mature, experienced workers who were presumably the victims of the 'new

technology,' to concentration on the young, the poor, the members of racial

and ethnic minorities, many of whom have been victims of discrimination"

(Ulman, 1973, p. 103).

Few recalled that at its inception MDTA was adtinistered by the Office

of Manpower, Automation, and Training-. The shift in emphasis from training



of displaced unemployed workers to numerous categories of the disadvantaged,

almost as soon as MDTA got started, has been explained succinctly by the

rapid decrease of unemployment among married men by the early spring of

1963, while at the same time youth unemployment began to rise. "(W)hat

was needed was not a retraining program but a training program for those

who had never had substantial skills or stable work experience" (Mangum,

1976, p. 43).

The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 and amendments to the MDTA con-

firmed the shift in policy emphasis from retraining of experienced workers

to employability training of the disadvantaged, to overcome their personal

and other disabilities for adaptation in an unfriendly labor market.

There was much improvisation and lack of coordination for, unlike the

situation in other countries, there had existed no prior national training

system or centers in the hands of the manpower authorities. In the MDTA,

the shift to the disadvantaged and the young was a slow process for many

reasons, including the quite understandable tendency toward creaming. It

took about five years to change the ratio from one disadvantaged out of

three enrollees to two out of three and more years before reaching and

fluctuating around four disadvantaged out of five.

From the beginning of the new orientation, there have been objections

in principle. GOsta Rehn of Sweden was one of the first to argue that the

result would be hurtful to the disadvantaged as well as to others; he was

to repeat his criticism of the imbalance of the new emphasis in 1972 on the

occasion of the MDTA anniversary:

It is all very well to upgrade semi-unemployables to the point
where they can take up paid employment at one of the lower
levels in the hierarchy of jobs. But squeezing more people
onto the lowest steps of the ladder of jobs, which are already
overcrowded, must lead to failures and antagonism. It would



seem essential to help those who are already more advanced,
or at least employed,to climb to high steps of the ladder,
thereby vacating places for new work entrants to be ushered
in on simpler jobs. It is important also to fill vacancies
in shortage areas to help general expansion by the indirect
effects of opening such bottlenecks (Rehn, 1973, p. 175).

Since 1973 and the transition from MDTA to CETA, there are

tions of some offsetting tendencies. These may be seen as consequences,

in part unintended, of decentralization to prime sponsors, as well as of

recession-induced tendencies. Public Service Employment has had the

effect of ~ wising age, education, and degree of attachment to the labor

force and of reducing the proportion of blacks and disadvantaged generally

in CETA programs. This was true as well of trainees and other beneficiaries

under Title I (Mirengoff and Rindier, 1978, pp. 202-204), as a result of

the decentralization process itself. "Factors associated with these

changes are the spread of programs to the suburbs, changes in the mix and

content of programs, conscious decisions to broaden the client base in

response to community pressure, emphasis on selecting those most capable

of succeeding, and a shift toward enrollment of heads of households in

response to the economic decline (ibid., p. 219).

CETA performance to date appears, then, to have had two tendencies

relevant to development of a training system for adult workers without

basically altering priority for the disadvantaged: (1) programs

have been marginally redirected to serve a more mature clientele who may

be more likely to enter employment after program participation. (2) During

periods of exceptionally high-level unemployment, Public Service Employment

has become an acceptable form of emergency jobs, if controversial, as a

substitute for income- intenance per se, and as competitor or supplement

to other employment measures and training in recession.



F. Worker Ad'ustment Assistance under the Trade Act of 1974

The certification criteria and procedures under the 1974 Act have made

it possible to certify large numbers of plants and workers as eligible

for benefits to compensate them for losses resulting from import competi-

tion--contrary to the situation under the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (see

16). The rationale for the special assistance provided is that the

duction and job losses are the result of U.S. trade policies. Adjust-

ment assistance to plants and communities is the responsibility of the

Department of Commerce and assistance programs to workers that of the

Department of Labor.

Despite the expectation that this kind of situation would provide

an unusual opportunity for adjustment through counseling, retraining, relo-

cation, and placement services, this has not proved the case. It is not

surprising, of course, that for workers the special attraction is an unem-

ployment benefit over and above that of regular unemployment compensation for

up to 52 weeks, and longer if in training. From April 1975 through January

1979 about $637 million were paid in cash b, fits to 413,379 workers,

averaging about $1,400 per worker in addition to regular unemployment

compensation payments received (U.S. Department of Labor, 1979, p. 1).

Workers in all but five states have received benefits since 1975-,

chiefly in the steel, automotive, apparel, footwear, electronics, textile,

and copper industries. Most certifications resulted from union petitions.

What is surprisingand helps explain the relatively small demand

for other types of assistance, including training--is that by the time

the cases are certified and benefits are paid "roughly 75 to 80 percent

of the individuals concerned are back at work, most frequently at the

specific fi from which they were laid off," according to Department



of Labor estimates (DOL, unpublished memorandum; U.S. General Accounting

Office, 1978, p. 20).

Obviously trade adjustment assistance has not demonstrated the

exemplary virtues of training and retraining hoped for it facilitating

shifts in labor and output to more competitive (or more productive)

employments.

Through January 1979, only 15,537 workers entered training out of

the 413,379 workers receiving benefits under the 1974 Act--somewhat less

than 4 percent. As to utilization of other services offered, 2,045

ceived job search allowances, 1,295 relocation allowances. (The New

England sample in the 1978 GAO Report, p. 19, indicates about 14 per-

cent of the beneficiaries used counseling and job referral services

the local public employment agencies.) Most of the unemployed having

been recalled or having found jobs on their own, only 13,433 were placed

by employment service offices (U.S. Department of Labor, 1979, p. 1).

At best, it can be argued that gentlemen's or orderly market agreements,

temporary quotas, or tariff increases under escape clauses are gradualist

improvisations for easing the pains of transition. So far about 10 percent

of the workers in the certified trade adjustment assistance cases have

apparently retired or withdrawn from the labor force, according to unpub-

lished Department of Labor estimates. But do we have a policy of accomoda-

tion to change other than attrition or buying of time? and how is that

time being utilized? Constructive measures for adaptation through

community and industry assistance under the Trade Act of 1974 would seem

to require more retraining and redeployment of workers than is indicated

by the small use of proferred labor market services.
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Worklife Education and Tra nin the Goal of Lifelon= Learnin

The movement for a "learning society" has deep roots in American life,

but to date there is no comprehensive system for providing and financing

educational opportunity for adults throughout life. The emergence of what

we have traced as a policy--if so it be--for worklife education and

training, for easing the ordeal of change in the labor market, is but one

aspect of the goal of lifetime learning. It has, however, both in the

United States and in other countries, contributed to and drawn upon the

more general tendencies toward flexible working life, recurrent education,

and lifelong learning.

In the United States, the Lifelong Learning Act of 1976 is the symbol

t the realization of the goal of a lifelong learning policy, which

by its nature is open-ended and unending for society and the individual.

Its policy declarations fall short of a formal pronouncement of national

policy; as set forth as "findings" in Sec. 131, they include among others

the following-

The American people need lifetime learning to enable
them to adjust to social, technological, political
changes;

American society should have as a goal the availability
of appropriate opportunities for lifelong education for
all its citizens...;

Planning is necessary at the national, state and local
levels to assure effective use of existing resources
in the light of changing characteristics and learning
needs of the population.

Operationally, the Lifelong Learning Act (Title I-B of the Amend-

ments to the Higher Education Act, P.L. 94-482) gave responsibility to

the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education for planning, asses-

sing, and coordinating educational policy-making from a lifelong learning

perspective. According to the first annual report to Congress,



The legislation was passed because of a widely felt concern
over the proliferation of Federal programs to support adult
learning -by one count close to 300 programs. What was
needed, Congress declared was not still another program, but
a mechanism for assessing the learning needs of individuals
and society and for determining ways Federal resources and
programs might best be used to help meet those needs (U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1978, p. 1).



PART II.

PATTERNS AND TIMING OF TRAINING PROGRAMS IN RECESSION AND RECOVERY

In a static society, there would be little periodicity in the demand

for worklife education and training except for women reentering the labor

force or for individuals changing careers in midlife, and collectively

such demands would be fairly evenly distributed over time with little

bunching. In real economic life, there are several conceivable patterns

and, for policy purposes, it is necessary to consider private and public

training separately and in combination, as well as the duration and nature

of the business cycle.

Until fairly recently, the time pattern has been for the
employer training to drop off with the beginning of recession
and to pick up again as recovery gets under way, with public
training (if any) moving much the same, with minor differ-
ences in lead and lag time.

In countries with an active manpower policy, as in the
case of Sweden, public "labor market training" can be
increased contracyclically as employment and private training
falls off in recession and then allowed to decrease (except
for shortage occupations) as employment opportunities
rise with the beginning of recovery.

A third pattern is suggested by recent experience in some
countries where public training was on the increase prior
to the recession of 1974 and continued to expand thereafter
with little regard for what was going on in the private
sector--essentially a catch-up phenomenon -- provided the
recession was not too long in duration.

A fourth pattern is possible if we distinguish betWeen
the training requirements for expanding and declining in-
dustries, or shortage and non-shortage occupations; then
it is possible to think of public training rising on a
gentle slope with minor contracyclical movements along the
trend path while providing appropriate support at all
times, presumably cyclically in the upswing, to training
activities in private firms or industry consortia.



A. Counterc rlical TralningipAElnnrTower

The idea of countercyclical worklife training and education, while

not entirely new, is largely the product of the development in western

countries of national manpower policies in the last twenty years or so.

In the decade prior to 1974, many countries had initiated major efforts

to expand their public training systems or to promote worklife training

by subsidization of some form f educational leave, usually for economic

growth and adjustment and not necessarily as a countercyclical instrument.

The principal international forum for building tip support for a

policy of countercyclical expansion of training by the public manpower

authorities was the Manpower and Social Affairs Committee of the Organi-

zation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). Some official

recognition by the Member Countries was indicated as early as 1964, in

the OECD Council's "Recommendation on Manpower Policy as a Means of

Promoting Economic Growth." Nonetheless, there continued to be stubborn

opposition throughout most of the Sixties. The psychological barrier_ to

expanding training in periods of high unemployment was no less strong

in Europe than in the United States.

But by the end of the Sixties most of the Western countries had come

around in principle to the view that countercyclical training is a

logical component of labor market policy to reduce cyclical unemployment

and to avoid skill bottlenecks and inflationary pressures in the business

upswing (Rohn, 1975, p.99). In 1969 in the United Staten, the Nixon

Administration proposed:triggered expansion of public training programs

in periods of rising unemployment in amendments to the NDTA, but this

failed in the Congress. Beginning, in 1974, the rising costs of unemploy-

ment benefits in all countries gave support to the suggestion that some
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part of these expenditures might be more constructively spent for

expanding training activities, and at little net cost (Mukherjee, 1976).

What happened to training volume in four European countries during the

continued rise in unemployment since 1974* will be noted briefly below.

B. Countercyclical Aspects of Worklife Education and Training:
Some International Comparisons

In what follows -e will take a brief look at some major examples

of new worklife education and training programs in a number of countries

from the standpoint of how they may have contributed to countercyclical

labor market training. The shape these programs have taken in the vari-

ous countries is the result of differences in political systems, in the

nature of traditional schooling and training, the existence or not of

strong national labor market agencies, their relationship to the educa-

tional authorities, and special economic or labor market circumstances.

Even a cursory elucidation of these factors and relationships is beyond

the scope of this paper, but an awareness of these considerations is

useful in an examination of foreign experience.

The Swedish Model

We will use the "labor market training' system of Sweden not in the

sense of a model for other countries to imitate but as a model to help

understand the differences and cyclical tendencies in worklife education

and training in the various countries. So much has been said about the

Swedish experience that we will resort to what must fairly be regarded

*In the first quarter of 1979, unemployment for the nine countries of
the European Community in total was higher than at any time since the
beginning of the recession; following plateaus of little change in
1976 and 1978, registered unemployment is slightly less than a year
ago only in Germany, the United Kingdom, Denmark, and Luxembourg of the
Community countries (Eurostat, March 1979).
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as an authoritative interpretation by Giista Rehn, who played no small

role in the development of the Swedish model and later, in the OECD, of

"a
npower policy" generally:

The expression 'labor market training' has been invented by the
Swedes to characterize, better than simply 'adult training,' the
purpose behind their voluminous activities in this field.
During recent years more than 1 percent of the labor force, and
about 1.5 percent during the low-employment winter season, have
been engaged in training sponsored by the educational and labor
market authorities in cooperation. Eligibility is confined to
the unemployed and to workers in declining industries or persons
otherwise presumed to have difficulties (e.g. unmarried mothers);
if the training concerns 'shortage occupations,' however, anybody
who wishes can participate. Income maintenance is provided by
the State, largely at a level between unemployment insurance
benefits and normal wages. This program is being used not only
to help people with low skills to go over to better paying
occupations, but also to help employers in shortage areas to
expand production, It is also used as a direct short-term balance
factor in the labor market. In each of_the copjunctural downturns
which this countrylerienced since 1966 a rapid_ expansion
ainin= has also hel ed considerabl- to limit the increase of

next_ upturn (Rehn, 1975, pp. 98 -99, ita
better

s ours)

It is precisely the labor market orientation of training programs

under the direction of the central Swedish manpower agency, the National

Labor Market Board, that is the essential characteristic of the Swedish

model as viewed--and copied--by other countries. The demarcation of

labor market training from adult education generally is with some varia-

tion, common to other countries. The collaboration between the labor

market and educational authorities is also similar to that which has grown

up in other countries, i.e., direction in the hands of the manpower policy

authorities with delivery of services in varying degrees by educational

institutions and others.

But first a few specific comments. The concentration and efficiency

of the Swedish manpower Agency in diretting its training to labor market

objectives,- -e.g., the reduction of unemployment by increasing training'



in recession - -may be misleading as to the social and non-vocational

elements in its rorklite training system.

All entering training go through a pre-training course which
then polishes the skills in reading, m,thematics, or language
they will need to complete a course :raining successfully...
In these ways the Centers serve the dual function of (1) re-
training people with skills...and (2) providing the social
services 'of helping people who have not succeeded in more
conventional education programs (Hann, Hjern, and Porter,
1977, p. 334).

e educational element without direct vocational orientation to labor

market training now accounts for about one-third of all labor market

training" (von Moltke and Schneevoight, 1977, p. 138).

The separation of labor market training and adult education

suggests a greater difference than is the ease between the Swedish

model of worklife training and those countries where labor market

training takes the form of "educational leave" programs open to all.

Generally it is true that Swedish labor market training is limited to

the unemployed whereas other systems are open to employed workers as

well. But it is a fiction that the "educational leave" schemes in other

countries give scope to individual choice or are less labor-market

oriented; in fact they have less non-vocational content than the

Swedish model. "Even if it is not identified as such (Swedish) labor

market training occasionally satisfied the pruposes and goals assigned

to educational leave more comprehensively than many outspoken educa-

tional leave programs" Non Moltke and Schneevoight, 1977, p. 145).

Moreover, the 1976 payroll tax on employers for adult education pro-

vides regional education councils with funds far grants inter alia to

workers who exercise their new legal rights (since 1975) to take

educational leave from work of any duration or periodicity for any



kind of training; such unpaid leave is subject to the employer's

convenience, and not all are assured of this or other forms

of income support (The Swedish Institute 1978, p. 1 .

Anothe hing not to go unnoticed is the labor market board's

strong control over the management of labor market training, having

in-house training facilit e (Hanf et al, op cit., pp. 333-334).

e flexibility afforded by the luxury of maintaining training facilities

readybut unused is misunderstood by von Moltke and Schneevoight who

write " . a utilization rate of-only 65 to 80 percent (at times)...

points out difficulties in prognostic planning in view of the-vagaries

of labor market developments" (op. p. 138). Quite the opposite

e. Advance preparation and readiness are the guiding rules

of Swedish active manpower policy for meeting sudden contingencies

A major _ovation, in supplementation_of the other Counter-

cyclical- training programs, has been-the paYMent of a 25 kroner hourly

-subsidy per worker to employers-who provide trainingup to 960 hours

per worker--as an alternative to layoffs. In the peak year of the

recession, the number of trainees rose rapidly from roughly 10,000 to

100,000 and, with recovery, declined apparently about as equally fast

(The Swedish' Institute 1979, p. 2; National Labour Market Board 1977/

le, pp. 39-40).

As a result, Sweden has been able to achieve its objective o

varying -the numbers of workers in labor market training countercyclically,

i.e., increasing training in recession-and decreasing it as jobs open

number -of persons in training has va

a more clearly anticyclical manner than before"

1979, p. 36). As we will note below, this was not the case in any

other major European country.

vied in

hannesson and. Schmid,



Further Training'and Retraining in Germany

What we will call the Further Training and Retraining Scheme

under the Federal Republic's Employment Promotion Act of 1969, which

owed mUch.to:the:Swedish initiative in active manpower policy broke

the bounds of the Swedish labor market training model. By this program,

free access to further training and retraining became a legal right of

German workers, notably the emOloyed; available upon application by

individual workers subject to certain eligibility requirements. After

1974, as it turned out, these requirements were altered and interpreted

more rigorously, with the change in economic circumstance

Commentators have made much of the difference between the German

and Swedish'systems in the latter emphasis. on, the use of training

the reduction of unemployment. The new German program of 1969 "was not

developed as a measure for combatting unemployment but as an adjus

measure for economic growth and for labor force mobility, And only

secondarily as a measure for preventing unemployment" (Johannesson and

Schmi, 1977, p. 43). While it is true that in Sweden there is a

closer administrative link between placing workers in training and re-

ducing unemployment- -even if only because the Swedish system is largely

limited to the unemployed -- training in Sweden is no less a part of the

whole labor market strategy for mobility and economic growth than in

Germany.

Be that as it may, the Federal Republic was one of the early

countries to declare its acceptance of the principle of "the use

adult training as animmediately counterbalancing factor against

unemployment..." (Rahn, 1975, p. 99). "It goes without saying," the

German authorities said in 1972, "that in times of economic depression,

when structural weaknesses hiaden during the boom become apparent, the



number of applications for extension gaining be particularly high"

`(Report of the German Authorities, OECD, 1974,,p 141).

From the beginning there was never any question of the popularity

of the program. The extraordinary enlistment of trainees at the outset

testified to the pent -up demand for opportunities for upward mobility

and social mobility throUgh further training on the part of employed

workers. It was also, in part, the result of a shift from other training

programs in response to the attraction of "practically full income

maintenance during the months and even years of training" with all

paid (Rehn, 1975, p. 96). The prograW quickly reached a peak of

288,000 enrollees by 1971 andreceded,to 233,000 by 1974. The chief

criticism was that the program was too successful in serving the needs

of the better educated, and experienced:workersseeking-job Promotion

and social advancement, and not sufficiently- -used in serving the
(

ning needs of inexperienced cir unemployed workers.

The expectation that training volume would increase countercyclically

was soon frustrated by the fact the program was financed out of a

common fund with rapidly rising unemployment henefits. What the news-

papers described as the "golden coffers" of the national manpower agency--

it had its own payroll tax fd iinangin& all o programswere soon

depleted and had to be supplemented by general revenue funds, accOmpinied

by closer oversight by the political authorities. In view of the Govern-

ment's new austerity policy, eligibility:standards were tightened by

legislation, and applications were scrutinized more closely. "Training

__-
from now on is 'necessary.' when'the applicant is without work,

immediately threatened byuneMployment, or has no progpects of being

employed" (Johannesson and SChtid, 1979, p. 44). "In these cases,



80 percent of the last net wage is still paid during the training

period. The same holds for unskilled people. In all other cases the

maintenance grants (by new regulations) amount only to 58 percent of

the last net wage" which had a discouraging effect on employed appli-

cants (ibid., p. 44).

The unemployed now comprise the preponderence rather than a small

percentage of the trainees. Current information is not adequate to

determine whether operations are in roughly a steady state or tending

to decline. The latter is suggested by Johannesson and Schmid, who

refer to the low take-up by the unemployed, which they attribute in

part to the system's dependency on its deliverers of training services--

"the implementation network which i_s still strongly oriented toward

training for upward mobility" (ibid., p. 44) - -and to the fadt that he

manpower authorities do not have their own specialized facilities as

in Sweden for training the unemployed. There were also indications

that curtailment of the programs by the labor market authorities was,

in part, the result of abuses by the private (institutional and other)

deliverers of training services.

Thus, within ten years of its establishment, the comprehensive and

ambitious Further Education and Retraining program of the Federal

Republic began to move in the direction of the narrower Swedish labor

market training system, focusing major attention on the unemployed and

the hard-to-employ by tightening up eligibility standards for experienced-

workers. But in contrast to the Swedish case, it appears likely that

training volumes have flattened out rather than risen countercyclically.

There are also indications that Germany places highest ,priority

in recession training policy on assuring sufficient training slots for
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!school leavers, the basic feature in the traditional German training

system, which helps to account for its low rate of youth unemployment

(Stewart, 1978, pp. 95 -96).

;What we have said above seems to explain in large measure the

major change in the German labor market training program nce 1974.

What will be of interest to us in Part III below is the close connection

between the administration of training and payment of unemployment bene-

fits.by the national manpower agency in Germany. For the moment, we

will note only the enthusiasm of foreign observers before 1974 for

using unemployment insurance fund surpluses for financing training and

other labor market programs. The results were not as expected--nor was

the severity and continued cIiration of high-level unemployment in the

period since 1974.

"Paid Educational he

In many resnects, the so- called Paid Educational Leave scheme for

labor market training in Fran

training aims and progrAM4 of

Contrary to common impress

ambitiousis more than the labor market,_ .

wedeu, any other country.

on, the legislatidn of 1971'did note

a legal right to paid educational leave;,

Adoption o

did announce, howeve- the

principle or policy of paid leave. Nor the leave any

less vocational or labor market oriented than in the Swed sh4nd German

rrecedenta. The 1971 scheme was, howelier more ambitious, difficult,

And complex - -and longer in gestation -because it represented One-part

of an attempt 0 of the whole' French educational system

(von Moltke and Schneevoight 1977 pp. 7

In contrast to the situation in-Germany where the comprehensive- - .

Fur her,Training and Retraining Scheme. of 1969 was in no small part the

4



product of the affluence of its modern economy, the new French worklife

training scheme was the product of the travail of the transformation of

the national economy (OECD, 1973, pp. 69-71)- "the shift from a malthusian,

inward-looking society to a dynamic society open to the outside world"

(Delors, 1973, p. 260).

Although many of the institutional underpinnings were already

developed, the proximate cause of bringing the 1971 scheme to life

to be found in the "Events of May" of 1968 and in the meetings of

Fompidou(then:Prime Minister) with the trade unions and employer

organizations to find a solution to the economic crisis that threatened

French political stability (Stewart, 1978, pp. 92-93). One of these

questions was what to do about training and retraining of workers

facing loss of jobs in the mergers and reorganizations of enterprises

in the ongoing transformation of French industry. In common enough

French practice in labor market matters, the collective agreement,

between industry and labor--finally signed in July 1970Was given the

force of law and extended with Some qualifications to all industry in

the Vocatio- 1 Training Act of July 1971.*

In brief, the Act of 1971 gave French workers, subject to some

qualifications, more particularly the interests of their employers, the

opportunity for up to one year of full-time training or 1,200 hours of

part-time training at pretty much full wages. Employers were required

to set aside a percentage of their wage bill (0.8 percent to begin with

*For a summary of provisions, the relation to other public and private
training activities in France, and the political rationale for devolu-
tion of substantial responsibilities to private organizations outside
the educational system proper, see, among others, OECD, 1973, pp. 117-
120; Delors, 1973,p. 266; and von Moltke and Schneevoight, 1977, pp. 63-
79.
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subsidized to

and 2 percent by 1976) and were given a legal duty to provide training.

The money-,could spent directly by the employer for training within

the enterprise or paid to outside organizations for training services.

Most of the training appears to be at the initiative of the employer

and for his needs. In short, "paid educational leave" has not provided

general educational opportunities at the initiative and discretion of

the individual workers inside or outside ordinary working hours.

There is some State subsidization training under the 1971 Act,

provided it is not simply firm- specific. But in addition there-is a

wide range of programs directed largely to structural adaptation that

are subsidized or conducted by the government (von Moltke and Schneevo ht,

1977, pp. 66-67). Through flexible system of, grants, the State inter-

venes actively "according to priorities set and assigned to public as

well as to private institutions" achieve "a policy of orientation,

cooperation, and coordination" (ibid., p. 47):

What effect the 1971-Act has had upon the

French training is difficult to say because of

tical reporting. The best data-available are.

tieing and volume cif

shortcomings in amble

e provided by von

Moltke and.Schneevoight, and these do not go beyond 1974. During the

.

initialLyear , these authors believe the program had n tgrea effect

except to increase training in the smaller or, medium-size enterprises.

Between 1972 and 1973 hours of training increased roughly from.78 to

96 on hours and the number of trainees frot somewhat eve million

to somewhat less than 1.4 million (ibid., 73). This would not appear

insubstant

or

The-data covering 1971-74 refer to the number of trainees financed

same degree by the Government for various types of



programs or objectives. For trainees receiving public aid for purposes

of "maintenance or improvement of capabilities or social advancement,"

the numbers increased from 446,000 to 474,000 between 1971 and 1974--

largely workers covered by the 1971 Act. Excluding youth programs,

other subsidies involved an increase from 251,000 to 290,000, largely

for purposes of structural adjustment for which -the State assumes major

responsibility (ibid., pp. 66-67).

Such information tells us very little if anything about the counte

cyclical effects of the 1971,program for paid educational leave except,

under it, employer expenditures were scheduled to increase rather than

decline in what proved to be th-recession just ahead. In all the

French scheme appears to have weathered the austerity effects of

recession policy better than the German. Employer expenditures for

training rose to 1.62 percent of payroll by 1975, as scheduled. More

significantly, the original collective agreement of the negotiating

partners: in 1970 was revised in 1976 to liberalize qualifications for

entitlement to training--the reverse of what happened in Germany--and

confirmed in the Act of July 1978. The changes were "designed to

encourage more people to exetase their right of educational leave"

(IDS, No. 79, 1978, p. 5). The 1978 Act also made for s change& in

the financial role of the State, viz., to reimburse employers for

salaries paid after a specified number of weeks in the short or long

courses. The employers, however, are no longer obliged to authorize

leave for more than one-half of one percent of their workforce at any

one time.

It appears that what we see developing in France is a public-

private.worklife training system along the lines of the fourth possibility
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ed above, i.e., one with damp _d cyclical fluctuations along an

upward secular trend. Workers and employers in expanding industries

have incentives for engaging in training activities in recession as well

as in recove Yt pith Government giving favored financial treatment to

growth sectors, and providing programs or facilities under its own

control to train workers set loose from declining industries for employ-

ment in expanding industries or new technologies.

TOPS in the United Kingdom

As we consider the Training Opportunities Scheme (TOPS), the

British counterpart of the Swedish, German, and French labor market

training programs for adult workers, it may be useful to note some

institutional similarities and differences, The United Kingdom is

a unitary state as are Sweden and France, while the Federal Republic

of Germany is a federal state much like the United States in educa-

tional mattersi Yet Germany has a-strong national manpower agency,

while centralized France has,none at all except for its employment

ice. All four countries have strong tripar

labor market policy and administration, and especially,in regard to

training and retraining __

The Manpower S

Market Board in Swed

in that it is tripartite at

-and the Federal in_ tute for labor-in G

policy level nationally but not in

nistration either nationally or locally.

manpower agencies are, organizationally independ cabinet.

les and have considerable policy adthority,-Aubject ultima

to overall polidy and bndgetary control of the

r.

noted the special French Solution, aboveCthere_Le_considerable

overnments. We have

vik4"11:77 :Jtz.IT



(syndicalist-like) devolution of policy-making and administration--

eveneven invited by Pompidou before 1968--to bipartite employer and trade

union organizations.

The special feature of the Manpower Services Commission and its

subordinate Training Services Division (TSD) is that, unlike the cLI

tral manpower agencies in Sweden and Germany, it has potentially

effective control over the whole of the postachool training system.

The Industrial Training Boards.(ITB) Act of 1964 was the consequence

not so much of shortcomings in the education system but of the restric-

ions on apprenticeship by local unions, and was enacted with the tacit

if not open support of the central Trades Union Congress, the TUC

'Gordon, 1965, passim).- The subsequent Employment and Training Act

of 1973, establishing the Manpower Services Commission and embracing

what are now known as the Training Services DiVieion and the ETployment

Services IAvision, introdueed levy exemption in place of the levy

grant scheme of the 1964 Act to simplify administratiOn and aimed, in

part, to give the (preexisting) Training Services Agency better-control,

of the system in meeting problems cutting across industries.- The

Training Services Division- -unds the operational costs of the Boards-.

In addition it finances ertain key training activities carried out

through ITBs and since 1975 has provided additional financial support

to help ITBs maintain training opportunities in firms which otherwise

would have been lost because of the recession" (U.K. Manpower Services

Commission, 1978, p. 17)1

As stated in the 1978 MSC Review and Plan,

The aim of the Training Services Division is to promote the
development of an efficient national training system which
contributes effectively to meeting the manpower needs of the



economy and enables working people to have training
oppOrtunities consistent with their capacities, desires
and:employment needs in preparation for and throughout
their working lives (p 18, italics 'ours) .

TOPS, the Training Opportunities Scheme, greW out of the Govern-

ment's earlier skills program in its own centres. From its beginning

in 1972, TOPS was designed primarily to "meet the needs of individuals

who did not acquire a skill early in their working life, whose skills

were outdated or in. need of refreshing on reentry into the labor

market, or who wish to train for a higher level of skill" (U.K. Manpower

Services Commission, 1976, p. 17) and to complement other components of

the training system.

From its creation in 1973, the Manpower Services Commission was

committed to the objective of countercyclical training, and one of the

first tasks given the Training Services-Division was to developnontin,

gency plena "in the event of rising unemployment" ibid., p. 25).

From the preekisting level of 15,000 trainees inthe Government's

earlier program_ TOPS, steadily increased its enrollees from 45,400 in

.1974 to 99;000 in the year ending March 1978--as againstan earlier

projection-of 100,000 by 1980.

lSy 1978, more than-800 courses were being offered; mostly -in- the,

middle and lower ranges of daft, commercial, and clerical-occupations,-

a_deliberate policy to avoid overlapping with training -"traditionally
-

carried out either by employers or by the educational or by the pro,

fessional_training system" (TOPS Review, 1978, p. 9). Training in

craft skills takes place at the iSD'S Skill Centres and in employers

tablishments (but not if "specifitto only one employer")-. Most-of

the other training, the larger part of the whole, is offered-in,



"colleges of further education" and residential colleges_where

facilities are relatively more available.-'

Co--ensatipn to trainees-is perhaps no less generous than in the

French, German, and Swedish programs. As of _1976,- the stipends for

trainees, tax freehad-been, increased-rto_a,level_75,percent_above.

:-,unemployment benefits. Training allowances,comparableto-average

earnings were Urged by the Trades Union Congress in 1977 to increase

the-demand for training by adult-workers (Trades Union Congress, 1977,

50). But there is.-no indication of any change in view of a continued

backlog of aprilicatits and A gr ing view that_thie is the time for

consolidation rather than expansion of the TOPS program.

Until 1977-1978, the British authorities pursued their aim of

raining or increasing tra ing,levels, as indicated by TOPS' per-

ortance-and by specialassistance to the Industrial Training Boards

to prevent declines in training in 'certain industries. Since 1977,

ver, there had been a great:deal of soul - searching going on within

the. Manpower Services Commission as to the future. Becauie of the

rolonged recession in the United Kingdom, the placeMent record for

trainees has slipped. The "efficient solution" would be to be.more

selective in accepting applicants and-to abolish less successful courses,

cloSingtraining capacity in areas where placement rates -are lowetit

d switching capatity to, he training of employed workers. The "social

solution" would be to increase facilities further to give more chances

to the less able and disadvantaged and "accepting still higher rates of.

re" TOPS Review, 1978, pp. 16-17).

The first recommendation of the, official stock -tal in the-Review

of 1978 was that "TOPS occupational training should be more closely



related-to employers' actual or prospective needs, and trainee

success n securing subsequent employment should be takenas a maj_

indicator of the effectiveness of TOPS training although it should be

applied less rigorously in evaluating work preparation courses than for

ocot." And following from that, "The future of TOPS

should move from a series of fixed long-term targets to an annual review

of objectives in the light of current economic conditions" (TOPS Review,

1978, pp. 49 and 51), which suggests that the growth in t ainineeince

1973 actually was of a catch-up character. In any event, the number of

adults completing TOPS training in the year ending March 1979 decreased
---
slightly irom the 1978 peak, just short of the old 1980 goal (U.K. Man-

power Services Commission, 1979, p. 18).

But the fact that TOPS is no longer field out to be countercyclical

in intent does not permit the inference that the British training sys-

tem as a whole is not countercycl!,cal in purpose. "Special training

measures continued to be applied'throUghout- the

the fall in recruitment of young people meccupatinns

training and, by

induetry f

(ibid., 12).

so. -tabilizing minim intakes

reqUiring lengthy.

o meet future needs of

led manpower, o'help.alleviate the of of redee

dome provisation ahead seems inevitable PS itself seek

atone and the same time to devote more of its resources to training o

the-employed n"the one hand and. work piceparefiern programs for unemployed

on the other eanwhile-the e to be some relaxation of eli bilitY

equiresenta for adults for TOPS training courses.

1-immediately-below i,n Part III we intend totake, a look at the

connections b teen train and u



the point of view of the social profitability of some transfer of

public expenditures from benefit payments to training costs in

recession. In this connection, we may note that the 1978-1979 Annual

Report of the Manpower Services Commission, in recording the gross

cost of TOPS at L205 million in 1978-79, observed that "the scheme

involves significant savings in state benefits which would otherwise

have to be paid to trainees" (p. 18).



PART III.

NG WORIZLIFE EDUCATION AND TRAINING WITH UNEMELOYMENT BENEFITS

When it became apparent in 1974-75 that the rising costs of

unemployment compensation in the United States and in other countries

were beginning to choke off other options of employment policy because

of budgetary stringencies, the viewers put forth that expanded training

and job-creation programs could be partially cost-free through savings

in unemployment benefits- -and with positive advantages to the indivi-

dual, the economy, and society. Prior to 1974, in the U.S. there had

been some developing interest in such a policy, as indicated by a

limited relaxation of the "availability-for-work rule" for receipt of

benefits. Aside from ticklish technical questions of linking unemploy-

ment compensation and training programs in any close waymore general

social issue_ came under discussion: should education and training

be an option open to workers when unemployed or--under certain circum-

stances--a requirement for receiving benefits (Barton; 1970? American

experience resulting from the education/training provi_ions of Federal

Supplementary Benefits in 1975-1977, however, seemingly has had little

impact on policy thinking along these lines for the future.

A. Unem lo Insurance in Mini- Recession

Conceived in the Thi les, the American unemployment insurance

systemmas nevertheless designed for relatively limited lapses from

-ailing (not necessarily "full, e ployment") levels of employment.

It has served generally very well in such circumstances to help main-

tain incomes of.:wilikers .subject fa season patterns in services model



changer' in automobiles, poor fortunes of individual companies, and cycli-

cal downswings, if not too long in duration.

One of the important functions of unemployment compensation is to

afford unemployed workers an opportunity to find jobs better fitting

their likes, abilities, and skills--thus adding to collective produc-

tivity--and to avoid the need to take the first job offered. For those

who have been working below their capacities, encouragement of careful

job search is as relevant to social policy as ready accessibility to

training and educational opportunities. Yet, even in mini- recessions

there are many workers trained below their potential capacities who

should have the opportunity for education and training without loss of

unemployment benefits.

B. The Education /Trainin= Alternative in ho = Recessions

The great opportunity for the unemployed to make constructive use

of leisure time comes when unemployment is high and of long enough

duration so as to trigger extended benefits--more so than in mini -

recessions, for which the basic unemployment insurance system was

designed. For years, the chief barriers to any development along

these lines were the legal requirements of the Federal-state system

that beneficiaries be available for work and that state unemployment

compensation funds be used only to pay benefits.

In 1970 there was a slight opening of the door with a new Federal

standard that "compensation cannot be withheld an eligible claimant for

any week of unemployment during which the individual is in training with

the approval of the State agency." Busy counselors and examiners are

not likely to explore the needs of under-qualified workers for education

or training unless pressed by a knowledgeable claimant. According to an
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unpublished staff paper of the (then) National Commission for Manpower

Policy mentioned by Bart on, less than 1 percent of claimants in 1975

e enrolled in training through the Employment Service, or about 31/2

percent of CETA training slots (Barton, 1976, p. 14).

A swing in congressional sentiment in favor of training, going far

beyond this rather negative Federal standard of 1970, came with Federal

financing of temporary extended benefits in legislation, signed December

31, 1974, and June 30, 1975, authorizing if not requiring claimants to

make use of available training opportunities. At the same time, Congress

directed the Secretary of Labor to report back on a broad list

questions connected with the extended Federal Supplemental Benefits (FSB)--

including how many undertook education and training while in benefit

status. The results of two surveys, the first in March 1976 and the

second in November and December 1977, produced rather striking results

as to the take-up of educational and training opportunities by claimants

under thf_! temporary extended benefits program (Mathematics Policy

Research, 1978).

According to the national estimates the second survey at the

end of 1977, 22.2 percent of all FSB recipients up to that time (57 per-

cent of whom were back to work at the date of interview) reported they

had been "enrolled in education and training." Moreover, the "average

weeks in education or training" for the enrollees were 45.4 weeks.

The figures were somewhat higher for men then for women. For both

sexes, participation rates declined with age, bUt with above-average

rates for the age groups 25-34 and 35-44 (ibid., pp. 53-54).

Special tabulations not included in the published study showed

that, "especially for younger individuals," most of the weeks reported



in education or training status "were spent in college-type programs

(junior college, four year college, or graduate studies). Other

important sources of education and training services were state

vocational schools, private proprietary schools, and employer-

sponsored training courses" (ibid., p. 54).

Systems

So far we have had limited experience in the United States with

the use of the unemployment compensation system for paying some portion

of the cost of education or training, in order to make more construc-

tive use of unemployment benefits. One reason for wanting to do so is

the widespread belief that, for many individuals in benefit status,

there are costs in their idleness to both worker and society.

The two extremes in our limited experience are (1) the training

permitted a relatively small number of claimants by waiving the availa-

bility-fo work rule under the regular state programs and (2) the

rather extended periods of education and training for about 20 percent

of claimants under the temporary Federal Supplementary Benefits program-

out of special congressional appropriations. These two experiences

suggest some of the advantages of linking or not linking the education/

training and the unemployment benefit systems.

One can conceive of some considerable advantages in the long run

for doing so; the advantages would be those of having an integrated

system for counseling the individual and providing training opportuni-

ties, where desirable or wanted, and providing the appropriate training,

subsistence, and other payments.. Clearly the costs for training would

be more than what would otherwise be paid in unemployment benefits to
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the individual, but total Federal outlays would be reduced by the

amount of the unemployment compensation payments.

The disadvantages do not appear to be those of creating a larger,

and more complex, organizational structure. Integration might involve

simply a better coordination, which would be desirable, of a set of

related functions or services. The chief disadvantages would appear to

arise from the incompatibility of the Federal-state unemployment compen-

sation system, with its insurance pretensions, experience-rating

features, and financing by payroll taxes on employers, for paying for

training that might extend rather than shorten time spent in unemploy-

ment status.

Some of the legal, technical, and other difficulties as well as

possibilities for doing so under the existing state programs have been

explored elsewhere (Barton 1976). Any integration of the two systems

involving direct payments out of state insurance funds would be feasible

at best only under highly circumscribed conditions--for short-term

training or work preparedness that would not involve'any extra -pendi,

ture Out of state insurance funds. In the absence of other solutions,

more rather than less of this would seem worthwhile. Going beyond this

would appear incompatible with an emp , -financed system designed for

mini-recessions.

But integration is not necessary aor is any payment from insurance

funds to claimants in training in order to assure more constructive

use of funds for training than for idleness. The arithmetic is simple.

The costs of unemployment payments can be reduced if equivalent expendi-

tures for income-maintenance are made from other sources.

additional expenditu would be required from other source

Presumably

in the



form of free services from other organizations or payments for non-

free training services. The question is whether the additional costs

over what would otherwise have been paid from insurance funds represent

a good social investment of ey. Whether this windfall savings to

the insurance funds raises any questions relating to the payroll-

financing and experience-rating features of state systems is beyond the

scope of this paper.

Experience under the extended Federal Supplemental Benefits program

illustrates further aspects of the question of linking the unemploy-

ment compensation and education/training systems. In this case, the funds

came directly from Congressional appropriations. For the question of

"a more constructive use of unemployment benefits," it would have made

no difference whether they were paid out, as they were, as unemployment

benefits or paid to the recipients as subsistence allowances under a

completely separate labor market training program, except, under FSB,

the recipients had a more open choice as to cultural versus vocational

courses. The FSB experience also illustrates certain of the difficul-

ties of direct payment of unemployment benefits where the need is for

training. Such benefits are almost necessarily less than enough

care for both living and educational expenses--let alone provide an

incentive to enter ining.

What solution is most convenient, efficient, or politically possible

in substituting training possibilities for unproductive idleness of

unemployment is difficult to say. Simply waiving the availability rule

under state insurance systems seems to have less scope than, Say,

Federally-financed benefits, except, so far, these have been available

only during periods of high and extended unemployment. The some results
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could be accomplished, with certain other advantages, through congression-

al appropriations for a larger system than we now have of labor market

training (but with little cultural education likely).

Some Forei4n Connections

European countries have met similar problems in various ways. Our

brief account in the preceding section on worklife learning programs in

four European countries has some obvious relevance to and suggestive

value for our immediate concern, as has a previously unmentioned Japanese

program. The varied connections or non-connections of these countries'

labor-market training systems with their unemployment compensation systems

are set forth briefly below:

Little Connection between the Two S stems

In Sweden, the labor market training program is financed out of

general revenues (with some minor exceptions) granted the National Labor

Market Board for its various functions. While the Board has general

supervisory responsibility for the heavily subsidized insurance system,

including 45 or so various trade union funds, administered in "close

collaboration with local employment offices," there is no benefit quali-

fication or disqualification relating to training. In any case, training

allowances are higher than unemployment benefits and higher for insured

than non-insured workers. Expanding rapidly as unemployment rises -the

labor market training program reduces the amount that otherwise would be

paid in unemployment benefits.

Much the same can be said about the two systems in the United

n &dom except that the Manpower Services Commission has no supetv orY

responsibility with respect to the unemployment insurance system. There

however, a disqualification of up to six weeks for unemployment



benefits for "failure follow up job or training opportunity." As in

all the other countries, the public employment offices provide counseling

to insurance recipients as to their training needs.

Different Pa roll Taxes and Diverse 5ubsidies_in Finnstn
Separate Training and Unemployment Benefit_ Programs

French financial and administrative arrangements are more complex

than elsewhere. The two systems are in fact quite separate. "Paid

educational leave," financed by a payroll tax on employers with some

state subsidization, has no relation, except in a preventive sense, to

unemployed workers, as it is a program for employed workers. Training

programs for the unemployed are carried out by the government through

various public and private agencies and are financed out of general

revenues. The unemployment insurance system is a joint undertaking of the

trade unions and employers, financed by payroll taxes on workers and enter.

prises, with some state aid. Except for one special group receiving

special benefit payments under an interim agreement late in 1974 between

the trade unions and employers, there is no training requirement of any

kind as a precondition for receiving unemployment benefits; these workers

must show willingness to accept appropriate training opportunities.

FinancingUnemployment Benefits and Training out oaf a
Common Fund

In the Federal EepublieofGermany, all of the various labor-

market programs of the quasi-independent central manpower agency,

including training, are paid for out of a common fund from its own tax

on employer payrolls. The Government supplements this fund if it

becomes insufficient to pay for mandated (non-discretionary) programs,

such as unemployment benefits. When.this happened as a result of heavy

unemployment benefit payments after 1974, the decision made by the
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political authorities was to reduce training expenditures for employed

workers--a feature of its labor-market training system- -and to increase

training for the unemployed. This resulted probably but not necessarily

in a decline in total training for adult workers. Yet the fact of a

common fund made no difference; the same decisions were made as would

have been made if there were no common fund, with much the same results

as in other countries.

S lit Res}onsibilities Between the Two S stems

In Japan, middle-aged and older unemployed workers undertaking

"vocational redeployment training" countinue to receive unemployment

payments in the normal way through the Public Employment Service, and

these are continued to the end of the prescribed training. If not

eligible for unemployment benefits, the trainee receives a "vocational

training allowance" of more than $304 per month through prefectural

governments or the Employment promotion Projects Corporation (Japan, 1977).

For workers covered by the unemployment insurance system, disqualifica-
.

tion for one to two months is the penalty for "non- attendance at recommen-

ded training."



INTE RACTION OF PUB

PART IV.

C AND PRIVATE TRAINING SYSTEMS

What is meant by the Private Training System is clear enough; it

the means corporations devise to satisfy their needs for industry and

firm-specific training. "Private industry in the United States includes

an extensive education and training system that has developed principally

m the basic needs to translate the general skills of newly hired

employees into more particular job competencies, and to ensure the

continuing adaptation of its work force to new knowledge and technology"

(Randall, 1977, p. ix).

What is meant by the Public Training System is e difficult to

define. In any country, account has to be taken of the particular

character of basic education and vocational systems, of apprenticeship

in relation to education and industrial training, and of opportunities

afforded adults for worklife education and training. In the United

States, whatever the assessment of the role of vocational education,

CETA is the dominant manifestation of a national labor market training

policy or system, incomplete as it may be.

Coexistence of public and private systems implies certain tension

Between the two. In most countries, the result is for public training

to complement--or make up for shortcomings in private training. In the

particular situation of the United States, the tension between the two

systems finds expression in barriers blocking access of public trair-es,

g. CETA trainees, to the internal labor markets of corporate and

worklife training and in declarations of need for collaboration-- buaine



should help CETA and the disadvantaged, and CETA should help train for

employability and jobs in industry (Committee for Economic Development,

1978; National Commission for Manpower Policy, 1978; Title VII, CETA

amendments, 1978).

Not too clearly perceived are the implications of private training

policy for the larger society. According to K.A. Randall, President of

The Conference Board:

To many planners in government and various quasi-public
institutions, the corporate education and training system
appears to connect with, or brush closely by, a number of
education-related social and economic problems--the transi-
tion of youth from school to work, productivity, imbalances
between jobs and market needs, opportunities for women and
minorities, averting occupational obsolescence and facilitating
career change--and to have potential for new or enlarged roles
in their management. If the nature of these roles is not clear,
an important reason is that the corporate education and training
system itself is largely hidden in shadows--seen dimly if at all,
and certain parts are mistaken for the whole (Randall, op. cit.).

Below we will look briefly at the separatism of internal labor markets

and some consequences of relevance to training and employment policy.

The Role of Firm- Specific Trainin- in Labor Market Segmentation

The development of internal labor markets in firms in the modern

sector--and the concept of the dual labor market in economic analysis--

has generally been connected quite specifically to corporate training,

its fixed character, and the risk to the company of losing its invest-

ment in human capital by quits or pirating (Doeringer and Fiore, 1971;

1973; Cain, 1976). With exceptions at the top, jobs are filled

from the outside only at the lowest levels in the pure Model; within

the firm, there is a progression of jobs leading to higher skills and

career. opportunities. Yet the firms do,hot exist in isolation. The

prinCipal means by which they " "reconcile imbalances between the supply

of labor in the external labor market and the labor requirement the



internal labor market" include "hiring standards, screening procedures,

training, recruitment procedures, subcontracting, job vacancies and

overtime..." (Doeringer and Fiore 1971, p. 112).

Restriction of entry into the good jobs and wages of firms in the

primary sector of the dual labor market is emphasized in the following

formulation of the two sectors:

a modern-protected sector whete wages are institutionally
fixed above the market level characterized by restrictions
to entry, and

a traditional-unprotected-informal-unorganized or murky
sector with free entry and where wages perform a market-
clearing role (Pinera and Selowsky, 1978, p. 479).

To the unemployed, the restriction at the port of entry to low-level

jobs serves as a barrier to opportunity for experienced and skilled

workers, while the screening procedures often appear discriminatory to

the less-experienced or disadvantaged' applicant. Social critics may view

the privileged individuals in the internal labor markets of the primary

sector either as victims or beneficiaries of the "new feudalism" or the

"golden handcuffs." In any event, there is in fact a real difference

in the quality of working life and degree of exposure to the ordeal of

change for workers in the two sectors--a continuum in reality--of the

dual labor market.

Although the model of the dual labor market serves very well to

point up considerations relevant to the relationship between public

(external) labor market training and private (firm-specific) training

for policy discussion, there are no absolute barriers or discontinuities

between the primary and secondary labor markets in the American situation.

Even so, firm-specific training reduces inter-firm mobility, for the

worker is likely to be worth more to his own employer than to another.



In the poor jobs in secondary employments where firm- specific training

is of less account, where a worker is worth not much more or less to

one employer than to another, neither employer nor employee has much

incentive to make a lifetime career out of the job in the firm.

Doeringer and Piore take something of a "they deserve each other" view.

"Workers in the secondary sector, relative to those in the prima

sector, exhibit greater turnover, higher rates of lateness, more

insubordination, and engage more freely in petty theft and pilfering"

(op. cit., pp. 165-166), which employers regard as part of the mutuali

the employment relationship and wage bargain.

Workers in the better organized and more productive sectors of the

labor market do not, however, escape all the risks and insecurities that

are the lot of secondary-sector workers. Production workers in primary

employments are still wage, not salaried, workers and are subject to

lay-off to accomodate variations in demand. But the safety net of the

unemployment compensation system (usually below full costs to their

employers) has a different significance in the organized sectors, where

large proportions of laid-off workers expect.to be called back to their

jobs (Feldstein, 1978, pp. 834-835, 844-845). There may of course be

mergers, reorganizations, or bankruptcies severing the cord between

employer and employee at every level of corporate worklife. But the

chances for regaining comparable employment are better for such workers

than the chances of an outsider with a history of employment in seconds

sector jobs making the transition to a job with built-in career pro-

gression possibilities This is the challenge to public training policy.

y



Japanese Parable

The relationship of the corporate education and training system

("hidden in shadows-seen dimly if at all") to the phenomenon of duality

may be seen most strikingly by reference to the pure model of the

Japanese lifetime employment system as it existed in its heyday, say

between 1955 and 1970 (Taira, 1970, pp. 183-190; OECD, Japan, 1973,

pp. 97-106).

In Japan the demarcation of the modern and traditional sectors

vividly evident in the high technology, high productivity, and high

wages that set off the primary from the secondary sector. Because of

the latent costs of turnover, the lifetime system is designed to prevent

movement of regular workers from company to company, even at the

executive level. As production demands, there come and go temporary

and casual workers and the extra workers of subcontractors, from the

external labor market, who are attracted by high wages but who are

outside the benefits of the lifetime system.

Entry into the system is solely at time of school-leaving. At

whatever level of education, the school-leaver seeks the most presti-

gious, best-paying company, and the company seeks the best-educated

student as screened by grades, the testimony and reputation of the

teachers in such matters, and the relative prestige of the schools and

universities. Japanese education being largely devoid of vocational

content, the new entrant has few if any specific occupational qualifi-

cation (only in recent times has there been anything like a Harvard

School of Business). Depending on education status on entry to the

company, the worker is provided appropriate orientation and training

a lifetime of work in the company.

6



The quite independent enterprise unions are partners in the life-
ire employment,syst `in -which seniority is an essential feature as

reedom from competition from qualified workers of the-external labor
-market. The system was established, however only in the large firma

in the modern sector which could afford comnitrtrents to lifelong training
and employment. Accordingly, the public_- training system trains workers

on the external labor markets both for the lesser enterprises in the
modern sectors as well as, for traditional employments.

C. _PukliEEelleyAllsEeatives for_for L,lfion Edu_catio_n and Train
in America

Several tendencies are evident in education/training for adults
in the United States that provide a starting point for thinking about
policy directions he future.

fie_prioriry,.,:given_irL.CETA..,to._,employability_for....,____
tbe:, disadVantaged';;-.Nith, some secandarY,"attention to Skills
training '.Und Joh plaCement of more experienced unemployed...

..
workers The focue is largely on in `the., , ..-.,labor market' :or on entry-,jobe',in, firms in the If: Ornery
labor taarket'..;Treinine.uf employed adults,- for skilld;-en7
bancement and job 'promotion, is, 'outside 'the scope of this,., ..

ort Anierican 'labor _market training Program.

There is, a continuing:deVelopment of corOorate. education
and training -for, the 'priviteked workera-in the iUtetnal'='
labor markets , of, :the larger enterpriS ea , 'and no counter-
veiling pub J. ic prograklor in-
the :Small_ firms Of '.the 'bedondaryIlabgr=_Market76r.hef,' tltan- --
the potential- effects *of= CETA j-44Orapar4dn40:,_efferts

-s-
Cutting across :public and ,,private tra
there.,is, a burg e oning-a truc tur*,'of ,!teduOationtt*:7ayang.:
optiar funitieU- tor tiTriOn= Of-rthe,
iridiVidUal, Wee Mai'kerve_ both
lab4-:,iiaiket-i b*oidki-':':antii feiaa* _r%Thia4-', may
**OK-4p cots va

a 445,4 Urefirlims ofaaveire -lifor- adult -workers
without _cost and during w ©r

a



Some Questions...

Economic resources being limited, a national education/training

policy implies some:p lorities and some: scheme

ferent approaches and parts of

for coordination of the

the system. For this a appraisal

of the needs and efficiency of the various the going system

s necessary: Here we can only raise some questions and suggest some

alternatives.

e Is the overall-patchwork oUbur education/training system
forWOrklifeadequate to meet the needs of the AmetiCan.0

Worker-4ind'eccinrAny? Earlier we notedthe prevailing opti-
mi&M. while America was betoMing the eConOtic-,Jeader:ofthe'

thatour,pragmatic:combination of comprehensive
nn-thC -job exPerielice and job mobility, some

skills via apprenticeship or-immigrationtogetherwith,
the:beginning of-formal training, within large corporations,
would suffice; that the skill-requirements-of an ever-
changing technology were-not beyond the capacity of this
UnayAtematid-systek Cfrtreining;---

Are recent techndlogical developments again raising ques7
tionS which generally were thought put to rest at the time
of the alarm over automation inthe:late Fifties and early:

es? Technological displacement is beginning -again to.

e takeo seriously in some responqible quarters. And
complaints are being heard (perhaps-they- always were) aboOt
the lack of skills training-of-young job applicants and the --
poor:Auality0:our industrial output._ Currently our fading
producttvity-andlack_of:competitiveness in world markets
raise questions whether:it is deficiencies in the American
training sysam, not only defidienciek in investment-in
modern plant facilities, that require new attention.

Is our only national labor-market .training program. CETA,
adequate in scale. emphasis, and objectives? and, related,
hoW goodJS,intfirm training iwthe-sMall and, medium size
firms thitcETA_mo-stteadlly-ccillid.be__eXpOtodedto serve _with
some expectation -of effectiveness? -How good - -or
is;the taxdeductibletraining of the. arge enterpriape?
Are the financial resources_allocated:by Congress to the
Vocational education system economically utilized or could
these` esources,be better used in-a differently-oriented
and expanded CETA7type system?



Should the balance between expenditures at all levels of
government for schoollife education/training and for worklife
education be shifted in the direction of the latter? Should
there be a greater emphasis on vocational content and prepara-
tion for worklife? And if so, does this imply for the variety
of opportunities increasingly available to adult workers for
lifelong learning and further training and retraining--that
there should be some form of public financing for those oriented
to labor market needs of the individual and the economy, while
leaving support of the more culturally-oriented to the resources
of private groups and the individual?

If other parts of the system are unchanged, can a largely
voluntaristic approach to lifelong learning and training
serve by itself as a principal means for overcoming short-
comings in American education and training?

And Some Conclusions and Advisor 0 nion

Curiously, no other major industrial country evidences such

narrowness in training policies and programs or such apparent lack

concern over the risks of failing to take adequate measures for

enhancing work skills for productivity and for adaptability to the

ordeal:of change in individually or collectively.

The main evidences of the shortcomings An present policy should

be looked for in our principal labor market training organization--CETA.

The fault is not the attention given to the young and to the disadvan-

taged, or its emphasis on job preparation and on low-level skills.

Rather the fault is the relative underemphasis on a higher level of

skill training for the experienced unemployed adult and the exclusion

of employed adults.

One alternative to the drift of current American training policy,

while maintaining an emphasis on employability training of the disad-

vantaged, would be to ensure an adequate level of training for small

and medium size enterprises in the continuum of the primary sector

of the labor market. If this.yere to prove infeasible in a slack

market with surplus skilled workers on hand, an alternative might' be
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to provide services to improve the skills of employed workers within

such establishMents. If it can be shown that there is in fact too

i a level of skills among employed workers, or lack of incentives

for employers to do anything about it, consideration should be given

to some training tax and rebate f__ training Services provided or

purchased by the firm.

If in fact the total of private And public training at the higher

level of skills training has settled at a steady state in recent.years,

o- is not providing. special skills. required by_newrechridlogy,o_

kind that can create bottlenecks with or without anTmarked growth rate,'

more attention in public policy should be given to countermeasures. than

is now the case. While there is merit t the objection to stockpiling

skills,there.Are Always some skiiiih4riaggs, considerable

and new jobs, and receptiveness,

on job timeand unemployed worker

improve their own capabilities and 11.kelihood'_Of getting ajob.

Permitting workers to engage in:educationand training activities

while in unemnlovment benefit ,status is not the best approach but can

be useful on a larger scale than now permitted under the Federal-

state unemployment compensation system. More positive approaches

are possible that would enlist more unemployed persons, while, with

savings in unemployment benefits, c ting only marginally more.

policypublic would not only escape the charge that it encourages and

subsidizes idleness but instead yield a net social gain.

There WOuld'appeAr to be no need for any general change in the

,

design of a decentralized labor arket training system* there i

vision enough .o

pro-

central direction and special programs of a national



character, Nonetheless, there would appear to be some advantages in

direct operation of national training center for _mining trainers

for adult trainees and for training to meet extraordinary needs of a

national character, say, for the development of new energy sources and

bottleneck shortages that_cut acroswindustry lines and for -hich

there is not sufficient concentration in a decentralized delivery

system. At least, this is some of what British, Japanese, and Swedish

experience seems to offer us by way of advice.

But if the political view is that we-cannot afford such changes

in our worklife education and training policy, let alone go to the

trouble of organizing arrangements for paid leave for further educat

and training, it is all the more important to_advance in whatever ways

possible the various opportunities open to individuals as envisagedjn

the. Lifelong Learning Act.
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